
LABEL AUTOMATION SUITE
SOFTWARE SOLUTION FORAUTOMATED LABEL PRINTING

End-to-end system for production planning and easy processing of complex label workflows ! simplify and
optimize your entire label workflow from order receipt through to prepress stages and production planning

Fully automated quality check of print files and subsequent optimization for the print run ! for
interference-free print-runs

Replace time-consuming manual work by automated job tasks ! automatic adjustment/creation of bleed
when creating varnish and white masks

Reduced material cost by eliminating proofs, reducing paper waste and printing collect runs

Integrated system with one, easy to use, web browser interface for all users!increased overview and trans-
parency

One-stop shop solution: All software components are developed, supported and serviced* by OneVision !
no third party vendors or time-consuming integration needed

Supports direct output to HP Indigo, Xeikon, Screen and many more
*subject to entering into a service agreement
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More automation
Higher productivity thanks to high auto-
mation of time-consuming manual work

More time savings
Increased throughput by combining
multi-customer orders in a single collect
run and thus less downtime

TIME SAVING

Less costs
Reduced material cost by eliminating
proofs, reducing paper waste and prin-
ting collect run production

Higher quality
Fully automated check of incoming print
files and subsequent normalization for a
trouble-free, errorless print run

The perfect interplay between your printing presses
and the Label Automation Suite gets you there!

OneVision, Asura, Solvero, Amendo and Mirado are registered trademarks of OneVision Software AG. All other brand or product names are the property of their respective owners.
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LABEL AUTOMATION SUITE

Function:
Label Automation Suite

Access Pro

Workflow Management System:
job tickets, metadata based workflows, drag-and-drop workflow editor

Prepress solution:
preflight, color management, flattening transparencies, creation of printmarks,
normalization, cut spreads, overlay pages, output as images

PDF creation: flexible approval

Cut line manager: accepts all cut line types and names

Auto correction of broken or incomplete cut lines

Create varnish masks, white masks, missing bleed, trappings

Programmable marks

Support of finishing machines: extensive refinement options

Barcode creation to directly control laser cutter

PDF editor: edit PDF files completely at any time

Combination of cross-customer orders in one collective form

Extended prepress solution:
merge documents, output as EPS, trim white space, watermarks, find barcodes

Extended file editor:
allows more file formats: EPS, PS, image formats; variable data printing; preflight

Workflow Manager:
Easy integration using either hot folders and/or
MIS using job ticketing. Straightforward UI where
workflow process can be created as you need it –
simple drag and drop. Real time tracking of jobs.

Auto-Prepress:
Identifying files that interrupt your production – and
cost you money – is still a challenge. OneVision has
all the relevant tools in place to identify any issue, to
auto-repair typical errors, to color manage the files
to the output profile you need, to reliably flatten
transparencies, to normalize files (= files are output
according to your specific print requirement and
compliant to ISO standards ensuring the compatibility
with all other hardware and software you might use).

Design:
Automatic design of die-cuts or laser cutting configura-
tions, white and varnish masks, bleed andmuchmore.

Finishing Process:
As soon as label requires finishing with hot- or cold-
foil, embossing or lacquering the information is
read out from the job data. Finishing colors are
defined and standardized within the system to
ensure an automatic recognition of them. Automatic bleed extension

Overview features and functions:
OneVision‘s Label Automation Suite is offered in two variants: Access and Pro.


